Executive Summary

This paper sets out a framework for transparency on the part of the larger digital social media companies in connection with their content moderation activities and the algorithms and data that involve the distribution of problematic content on their systems. It departs from the movement in many countries for content regulation and mandated takedowns, preferring instead to focus on creating a balanced and clear legal structure for disclosure that can help to restore public trust in digital platforms and provide assurances that they are operating in the public interest.

It recommends a tiered system of transparency. Disclosures about content moderation programs and enforcement procedures and transparency reports are aimed at the general public. Disclosures about prioritization, personalization and recommendation algorithms are provided to vetted researchers and regulators. Vetted researchers are also given access to anonymized data for conducting audits in connection with content moderation programs, while personal data and commercially sensitive data are available only for regulators.

This recommended transparency approach could be started through voluntary measures undertaken by the larger social media companies in conjunction with public interest groups and researchers, but

its natural home is within a comprehensive system of regulation for the larger social media companies overseen by a government agency.

Transparency is the recommended approach in this paper for several reasons. Openness is an essential element of due process procedures recognized in civil liberties standards, principles for content moderation, international human rights principles, and U.S. administrative law. It is especially important to apply this principle of openness to the larger social media companies, which are the ones to which initially the transparency requirements would apply.

Transparency is also a key element of other accountability measures that have been widely discussed. Those include an independent oversight board that would hear appeals concerning social media content decisions, a special internet court that would use local law (rather than platform community standards) to render expedited judgments on whether certain content should be removed from platforms, and social media councils to oversee content moderation practices by the major platforms. The recommendations in this paper are likely to accommodate the information needs required by these external reviewing institutions.

Improved transparency also enables the forces of consumer choice to do their work, empowering platform users to protect themselves and to bring the pressure of public opinion to bear on social media companies.

Better transparency might also create an interactive public policy dialogue that could gradually scale up regulations as needed, improving their structure and stringency on the basis of feedback. This process of improvement could apply to the transparency measures themselves or to broader mandates, such as for a duty of care. The cycle would be to issue a guideline, implement it, assess it, retrofit it, enrich it and start again.

Finally, transparency does not raise the free expression issues that bedevil mandated requirements for removal of problematic material. In the United States, First Amendment jurisprudence is uniformly hostile toward content-based regulation and likely prohibits the government from directly requiring removal of legal content. In Europe, the protection of free expression is one of the fundamental human rights enshrined in the various charters that bind the European countries and is also embodied in national legislation. The focus on transparency measures might provide an effective approach to avoiding these obstacles.

The paper begins with a survey of current law, practice and proposals for reform in the area of transparency. Some laws explicitly require social media companies to issue transparency reports describing how their content moderation programs operate. In addition, the companies have voluntarily disclosed information about their programs and shared some information with outside researchers to assess the performance of these programs. Moreover, outside researchers using publicly available data can often discern much about the operation of social media algorithms used to prioritize, personalize, and recommend social media content.

While current platform practices provide real transparency in some regard, the overall insight into platform operations and decision making is limited. Moreover, current platform practices and legal requirements seem unlikely to move the platforms closer to socially desirable levels of disclosure, at least in the short term.

The report surveys various proposals for transparency reform from interest groups, academics, and policy makers seeking to improve the public transparency reports, the information provided to regulators and the data available to vetted researchers.
The heart of the paper is a series of recommendations to improve transparency. They can be summarized as follows and are illustrated in Table 1:

1. Continued and improved public disclosure of the operation of platform content moderation programs, including:
   a. Content rules in terms of service or community standards;
   b. Enforcement techniques such as deleting, demoting or delaying content;
   c. Procedures for the public to complain about possible rules violations;
   d. Procedures for platforms to explain their decisions to affected parties; and
   e. Procedures for individual appeals in connection with enforcement actions.
2. Continued and enhanced reports to government agencies and to the public with aggregate statistics accurately reflecting the operation of the content moderation programs.
3. Technical terms of reference of algorithms used in content moderation, prioritization and recommendation.
4. Greatly improved access to platform data for qualified independent researchers and regulators. Access to information must be in a form and quantity to permit regular and ongoing audits of these platform operations to verify that they are operating as described and intended and should include data relevant to:
   a. the operation of content moderation programs;
   b. sponsorship of political advertisement; and
   c. content-ordering techniques, including recommendation and prioritization algorithms.

The proposals in this working paper are designed to further the public’s interest in the transparent operation of digital social media platforms with the aim of ensuring that the platforms’ operation furthers the twin interests in effective content moderation and a robust environment for free expression on crucial matters of public importance.
Table 1. Disclosure Recommendations by Audience and Information Type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information Type</th>
<th>Public</th>
<th>Vetted Researcher</th>
<th>Regulator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content Moderation Program</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Rules</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enforcement Procedures</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complaint Process</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explanations</td>
<td>No (users)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appeal Rights</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reports</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Moderation</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithms (Technical Description)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Moderation</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prioritization</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendation</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content Moderation Program</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Ads</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content-Ordering Techniques</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercially Sensitive/Personal</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Introduction

Global concern about the use of digital social media platforms for hate speech, terrorist material and disinformation campaigns has prompted governments to pass or consider legislation that requires platforms to remove certain kinds of speech. In 2017, Germany adopted its network enforcement law (NetzDG), which requires platforms to remove content that is illegal under a wide variety of local law.² In 2019, the French Assembly approved a measure modelled on the German NetzDG law requiring social media networks to remove hate speech within 24 hours.³ In 2019, the European Parliament backed a terrorist content proposal that mandates removal of terrorist material within one hour of notification.⁴ A similar measure to mandate content removal is pending in the United Kingdom, which has proposed a duty of care that would require platforms to take down certain harmful content.⁵ In the wake of the widespread online distribution of the Christchurch video, Australia has adopted a law that would outlaw the sharing of violent abhorrent material.⁶ Singapore's Online Protection From Online Falsehoods and Manipulation Act, which went into effect on October 2, 2019, bars the communication of “false statements of fact” and provides extra penalties if this is done on digital platforms through inauthentic accounts.⁷

This working paper takes a different approach. It agrees with former U.S. Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis that sunlight is the best disinfectant and calls for policy makers to explore various
transparency measures for digital social media platforms. A balanced and clear legal structure for disclosure can help to restore public trust in these platforms and provide assurances that they are operating in the public interest.8

This approach requires enabling legislation to mandate certain disclosures and to establish a regulatory agency to supervise these legally mandated disclosures. The agency should have full authority to mandate additional disclosures as needed over time. The paper recommends that the transparency regime for addressing hate speech, disinformation campaigns, and terrorist material should be part of a larger regulatory structure to ensure that digital platforms are operating in the public interest.

Some may question the need for a regulatory agency with authority to supervise the larger digital social media platforms. But these platforms meet the requirements for special regulatory treatment that have motivated the creation of such agencies for the communications and financial services industry: they are central to our public life and competition has persistently failed to ensure their operation in the public interest. Digital social media platforms have installed themselves at the heart of our societies, in the cauldron of public opinion, sitting right next to the traditional communications media. Moreover, they convey and indeed amplify content that reflects some of the worst aspects of our societies, namely, hate speech, disinformation campaigns, terrorist material, child exploitation images, harassment and bullying. And typical business incentives are unlikely to remedy this content disorder on their own. For these reasons, a comprehensive regulatory response is needed.9

The transparency measures recommended in this working paper are an essential element in this regulatory structure. These might not be the only measures needed. The information uncovered through mandated disclosures will contribute to the ongoing policy conversation on the best ways to structure balanced, flexible regulations. This might lead ultimately to some forms of content regulation, or a duty of care, crafted to accommodate the demands of an open system of free expression. While this paper leaves that possibility open, it does not recommend measures beyond transparency.

Additional transparency measures might be needed to deal with broader problems of subtle dark patterns and targeting techniques that threaten the integrity of consumer interactions with social media platforms and expose users to abuse and manipulation.10 They might be required to expose discriminatory practices in advertising, where the targeting criteria for campaigns in connection with housing, employment and credit granting might be disproportionately adverse to members of protected classes.

But these concerns and additional regulatory measures to address them are outside the scope of this working paper, which is focused exclusively on transparency measures that might respond to the problems of hate speech, terrorist material, and disinformation campaigns.

Transparency measures are needed to reveal the operation of algorithms on digital social media platforms in order to address content moderation concerns, but this paper does not address the related question of the extent to which algorithms can successfully identify harmful material, nor the question of whether recommendation and prioritization algorithms can increase, intentionally or not, the distribution and salience of harmful material. This paper does assume, however, that platforms need to disclose enough information about their algorithms and the data used to train them so that regulators and researchers can form judgments about these vital questions, which should not be left to the sole discretion and judgment of the platforms themselves. This paper will focus on which data and features of algorithms social media platforms should disclose and to whom in order to allow accountability assessments to be made by regulators and independent researchers concerning the
operation of platform algorithms related to content moderation and the distribution of problematic content.

The form of regulation envisaged in this paper calls for digital social media platforms to reveal what they are doing in content moderation and in the content-ordering algorithms that might exacerbate the distribution of harmful material. But it does not mandate any particular moderation practices. Platforms are free to moderate whatever content they feel is appropriate; their only obligation under the recommendations in this paper is to tell the user, the regulatory agency, and the public what their policies are and how these policies are enforced. The diversity of content moderation practices in the current social media world would persist under this recommendation.

However, this freedom of choice for the platforms creates obligations once it is exercised. Under the recommendations in this paper, digital social media platforms are free to make promises to the public concerning their content moderation practices, or not, as they see fit. But they are not free to make promises to their users that they do not keep. The supervising regulatory agency would be authorized to enforce these promises as well as any disclosure obligations to ensure that the public, the regulators and researchers have sufficient information about how platforms’ moderation practices and content-ordering techniques might exacerbate the distribution of problematic content.11

This combination of individual platform choice backstopped with regulatory control might be further refined. The regulatory framework for financial broker-dealers in the United States might be a model for an additional step, moving from company-specific decision making toward collective regulation by and of the industry itself.12 In this model, digital social media platforms would not be free to choose whatever content moderation practices they wanted. Rather, these practices would be set by an industry association and would be binding on all members of the association. This collective industry organization would enforce the rules, with power to investigate complaints, inspect business operations and punish offenders with fines, suspension and ultimately expulsion.

This model of collective industry regulation has the great merit, from a content regulation point of view, that no government body sets content rules for the industry. It is a matter for the industry itself to determine, not for regulatory determination. But at the end of the day, it is government that compels obedience to these industry-set rules through a requirement that all members of the industry be licensed or approved by a professional trade association.

This paper does not conclude that such a collective regulatory structure is needed or desirable. The requirement for licensing by a professional trade association creates a potential for industry self-censorship that should give pause to all who care about free expression, and might raise First Amendment issues in the U.S. But it is a possible evolutionary path for digital social media platforms that stops short of overt content regulation by a government agency. The mandated disclosures recommended in this report might help to clarify whether movement in the direction of collective self-regulation is needed.

While this paper recommends a comprehensive regulatory structure and mandated disclosures as a part of that structure, it does not suggest waiting for policy makers to perfect legislative measures. The platforms themselves, often in conjunction with policy makers and outsider researchers, have already adopted transparency as a governance mechanism that can increase public trust in the proper operation of their systems. Much is being done on a voluntary basis, and more could be done without the need for further government mandates.
The voluntary Christchurch call, for instance, which has been signed by numerous governments and
the major platform companies, commits platforms to a range of measures to combat terrorist and
violent extremist content including “increasing transparency around the removal and detection of
content, and reviewing how companies’ algorithms direct users to violent extremist content.”13 The
Social Science One initiative – described later – is a workable, though troubled, framework for
voluntary efforts in this area, as is the agreement between tech companies and the European
Commission in connection with disinformation campaigns. Many of this paper’s specific
recommendations can be incorporated into these ongoing efforts.

The advantages of transparency have often been noted. Transparency is an essential element of
recognized due process procedures, including the civil liberties standard called the Manila Principles,14
the Santa Clara Principles for content moderation,15 international human rights principles,16 and the
due process tradition in U.S. administrative law that typically provides individuals meaningful
opportunities to challenge adverse decisions.17

Transparency is also a key element of some external accountability measures that have been called for
by several commentators. Facebook is working with outside groups to establish an independent
oversight board that could hear appeals from content decisions made by moderators working for
Facebook.18 Others recommend a special internet court that would use local law (rather than platform
community standards) to render expedited judgments on whether certain content should be removed
from platforms.19 Still others want social media councils that would address and oversee content
moderation practices by the major platforms.20

Clearly, substantial information disclosure is needed to make these accountability mechanisms
effective. While the recommendations in this paper are likely to accommodate the information needs
required by these external reviewing institutions, it is not part of this paper’s mission to recommend
or discuss the need for external reviews of content moderation decisions. The paper takes a small step
toward accountability measures by recommending that platforms allow those whose request for the
removal of content is denied to ask for a review, in parallel with their current practice of allowing users
whose content has been removed to ask for a second look.21 To accommodate both types of review,
this paper recommends that platforms provide a reference to the specific community standard that
justifies a removal action or permits certain content to remain visible.

Transparency rules are consistent with the disclosure philosophy in investor protection laws that
require public companies to provide disclosures about their financial condition, operating results,
management compensation, and other areas of their business, and prohibit deceit and
misrepresentation in the sale of securities.22 Transparency is also at the core of consumer protection
laws that forbid companies from engaging in unfair or deceptive acts or practices in connection with
the sale of goods or services to the public.23

One objective of transparency rules is to enable the forces of consumer choice to do their work. If
consumers and investors have accurate information, they are empowered to purchase only the
products, services, and securities they find attractive. Transparency rules for digital platforms can serve
the same objective of empowering platform users to protect themselves. They do this by requiring
platforms to detail the content rules and enforcement procedures they use and to publish regular
reports on the operation of their content moderation systems, and by allowing external access to
platform data for researchers and regulators to conduct audits to describe to the public how the
systems work and to enable an assessment of whether that operation is in the public interest.
An additional governance function of transparency rules is to bring the pressure of public opinion to bear on digital platform operations. Companies are often moved to change when their conduct violates well-entrenched social norms, even when the conduct itself is not illegal. Even when rebroadcasting hate speech or terrorist material is legal under local law, for instance, companies whose policies permit that face severe public pressure not to air such material.24

Sometimes social platforms do not want to know whether their platform moderation enforcement procedures or personalization, ordering and recommendation algorithms are having certain effects either within their own platform or in the external world.25 However, it might be desirable for platforms, even from their own point of view, to do some of this work themselves. For instance, they might find it a wise investment in compliance to conduct disparate impact assessments of their advertising practices to see whether their facially neutral algorithms produce disproportionate adverse impacts on protected classes.26 They might also find it useful to assess whether their content moderation practices, while not overtly partisan, nevertheless produce outcomes that favor one political perspective over others.27 It would be possible for them to hire external auditors to check their systems for these effects in a system akin to that of using a financial auditor.

But a big advantage of transparency requirements is that this moves information out from the platforms to the public so that these studies, audits and assessments can be performed independently. In this way, even if the companies have an interest in preserving ignorance, or simply have no rational basis to find out certain things on their own, researchers outside the company have the resources they need to fill the gap and provide the public and regulators with these studies.

Release of information to the public, to experts working for government agencies and to independent researchers working for think tanks, civil society organizations or universities might also create an interactive public policy dialogue that could gradually scale up regulations and improve their structure and stringency on the basis of feedback. This process could apply to the transparency measures themselves or to broader mandates such as for a duty of care. The cycle would be to issue a guideline, implement it, assess it, retrofit it, enrich it, and start again.

Identifying the purposes of transparency requirements helps to clarify a key element of legislation to implement these requirements. These purposes also serve as the objectives the legislation is seeking to achieve and that govern the activity of the regulatory agency established to interpret and enforce these requirements. At the most general level, transparency serves to reveal to the public the content rules a social media company has developed and how well it is living up to those rules. The disclosures also allow researchers and the public to determine the effects that the operation of the social media company is having on a range of social variables, including the prevention of the spread of harmful speech, the preservation and promotion of freedom of expression, and the impact on political processes. Legislation addressing the transparency of content moderation practices of platforms does not raise the free expression issues that bedevil mandated requirements for removal of problematic material. In the United States, First Amendment jurisprudence is uniformly hostile toward content-based regulation and generally prohibits the government from directly requiring removal of legal content. In Europe, the protection of free expression is one of the fundamental human rights enshrined in the various charters that bind the European countries together and is also embodied in national legislation. The focus on transparency measures might provide an effective approach to avoiding these obstacles.28

Takedown approaches face another difficulty, namely the extent to which takedowns are national or global in scope. On the one hand, local takedowns seem appropriate for content rules that might vary by jurisdiction. On the other hand, it does little good to block genuinely dangerous content only in a
single jurisdiction. Recent European court decisions send a mixed message on whether European
takedown rules are regional or global in scope. European governments are permitted to mandate
worldwide takedowns for defamation. But under current EU law, removal of privacy-violating
material is limited to Europe.

In contrast, the transparency approach recommend in this paper has global benefits: what is released
to the public anywhere is generally available everywhere. Networks of regulators in different countries
could assure that information shared with one national regulator is also available to regulators in other
countries with a similar mission.

Still, the transparency approach does not entirely escape jurisdictional issues. Many of the social
networks are global companies with operations that cross many jurisdictions. When a jurisdiction
requires companies to disclose information about its operations, does this apply to operations outside
its own jurisdiction? Rather than remaining silent on this jurisdictional question and leaving the
decision up to later court interpretation, legislators should specify the jurisdictional reach of the
transparency requirements recommended in this paper. But the issue of which jurisdiction is more
appropriate is beyond the scope of this paper.

Other issues will need to be addressed that are also outside this paper’s scope. One concerns the
geopolitical implications of social media transparency requirements. China insists that any social media
company doing business in China must accept its local content laws, with the result that many U.S.
companies choose not to do business in China. Similarly, local laws in the U.S. and Europe apply to
Chinese companies doing business there, and this would apply to any new transparency requirements.
A foreign company would not be able to have a secret algorithm that blocks content they find
objectionable, but which is hidden from users and from the public. Chinese companies must comply
with these laws if they want to do business in these jurisdictions. As a result of increasing divergence
of local laws, and the rise of “techno-nationalism,” which treats technology as intrinsically connected
to national security issues, the integration of major economic actors has slowed and may even be
reversed in the years to come. Transparency rules will inevitably be part of any such “decoupling”
of the world's major economies. But the implications of this are outside the scope of this paper.

A further issue concerns the interface of transparency rules with law enforcement and national security
concerns. Some of the information social media companies have to provide to the public, to regulators
and to vetted researchers under new transparency rules will have value for law enforcement and
national security purposes. Data that would enable audits, for instance, might allow identification of
specific individuals or types of individuals and so also allow the construction of profiles of social media
users that could be compared with or combined with data on potential terrorist suspects or criminal
actors. Should government agencies be allowed to use this data for these purposes? If so, under what
due process protections? This complex and controversial issue requires balancing the interests of users
to be protected from government surveillance with the needs of national security and law enforcement
to fulfil their vital missions. While any new transparency requirements will have to contain a balanced
resolution of this issue, it is beyond the scope of this paper.

In addition, transparency of government action in connection with social media platforms is crucial.
Years ago, platforms initiated their transparency reports as a way to let the world know the extent of
government efforts to affect content on their systems. This is still a matter of crucial public concern.
This paper approaches it through requirements for transparency on the part of platforms, rather than
additional disclosures by government. If companies are clear about their standards and practices for
removal of content that will to some extent reveal government activities. But addressing additional
disclosures by government raises questions about the extent of access to government activities through
various open government laws and the extent to which such activities need to remain secret to protect important security and law enforcement activities. The right balance of these conflicting objectives is beyond the scope of this paper.

This working paper proceeds as follows. The next section reviews current law, practices and proposals for reform in connection with transparency. This is a snapshot of the status quo, which, of course, will change perhaps rapidly over the coming months and years. But it provides a baseline from which to consider the improvements that might be necessary. It is organized according to whether the disclosures are directed to the public, to a regulatory agency, or to independent researchers.

Following this background, the paper makes its recommendations for disclosures, which are structured in several levels. The first level is the information that should be made available directly to users so that they might better understand the content moderation process on the platforms they use and take advantage of any complaint or redress mechanisms the platforms provide. The second level is the information that should be in the public reports that the platforms are issuing today. The third level is the information about the operation of the platforms that should be released to regulators and researchers to enable audits of content moderation systems, political advertising, and the content-ordering algorithms that can sometimes exacerbate the distribution of harmful content. Within the third level, it is crucial to distinguish between information that can go to the general public in a form that can be used by any independent researcher and information that is available only to regulators and approved independent researchers.

**Current Law, Practice and Proposals for Reform**

Internet platform companies operate across enormous swaths of society, facilitating global access to social communications, financial transactions, and information. While billions of people rely on these services daily, little is known publicly about the ways in which these companies operate. This section will examine differing transparency requirements and practices as they currently exist and will outline current proposals to increase transparency. The section will first look at law, practice, and proposals for disclosures to the public and to government agencies, and then will discuss disclosures to academics and researchers.

**Disclosures to the Public and Regulatory Agencies**

i. **Current law in connection with disclosures to the public**

Few laws currently require digital social media platforms to make active disclosures to the public or to government agencies. There are currently no U.S. federal laws that mandate disclosures on content policy; indeed, Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act (47 U.S.C. 230) gives online service providers broad latitude to make decisions on how to handle content, and it contains no requirement for disclosure of content moderation practices.

Some states have taken steps to require platforms or online participants to provide greater transparency about their actions. For instance, California recently enacted laws requiring political advertisers and bot operators to disclose information to the public about their activities. Other laws, such as the California Consumer Privacy Act, require transparency about data collection and use. In Europe, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) has a similar requirement for firms that collect personal information to disclose that fact to the subject of the information. These data
protection and consumer privacy disclosure rules can complement the transparency measures called for in this report related to the operation of content moderation policies and procedures.

Outside the United States, other countries have experimented with mandated disclosures. In Germany, the Network Enforcement Act (NetzDG) requires social media companies with two million or more registered users in Germany that receive over 100 complaints about online content per year to submit semiannual reports about how the company handles complaints.37

These reports must include information on the actions taken by the platform to remove illegal content, descriptions of how to submit complaints and criteria for handling those complaints, a tally of those complaints and how they were handled, personnel and training metrics for moderators, whether the platform consulted outside organizations when making takedown decisions, and other information about removal statistics and timing.38 Under NetzDG, social networks must also provide users with open, transparent guidelines for how to submit challenges and file complaints.39

The German Office of Justice reviews these public reports and is authorized to issue fines for failure to report enforcement activity adequately and completely.40 In July 2019, this office fined Facebook for underreporting the number of complaints under NetzDG.41

In the United States, several states require disclosures of political ads on digital social media platforms.42 But these disclosure obligations fall on the political advertisers, not the platform. Political advertisers often fail to follow the requirements.43

### ii. Current practice in connection with disclosures to the public

Most major platforms publish their community standards for the public to see and evaluate.44 Some platforms, in addition, publish their enforcement guidelines, which allow the public to see how these general rules are interpreted and applied in particular cases.45

In addition to legal requirements to disclose, many online platforms provide voluntary reports in connection with their enforcement of their community standards. These voluntary reports outline much of the same information as required by German law, including overall volume of content reported and removed, as well as information on appeals.46

Platforms also sometimes share limited information on an ad hoc basis. When Twitter discovered a coordinated misinformation campaign by the Chinese government targeting protestors in Hong Kong, it shared its finding with Facebook and then made the datasets public.47 Twitter first announced the action and the bad actors and how the actions violated policies. The platform provided examples of content violating policies48 and explained how and why it would be updating its advertising policies, including changes in defining certain categories of actors online.49

Many platforms, including Twitter50 and Google (including YouTube),51 provide public archives of political advertisements. Facebook offers disclosures of political ad sponsors, authentication of political ad sponsors and availability of political ads for research.52

Several digital social media platforms, including Google, Facebook and Twitter, signed a voluntary agreement with the European Commission on disinformation, which commits the platforms to disclosures of political ads and issue ads, identifying automated bots, prioritizing authentic information, and not discouraging good faith research into disinformation.53 The agreement also
requires the platforms to file regular reports with the Commission on their compliance with this voluntary code, which are then reviewed and published on the Commission website. Platforms including Facebook, Microsoft, Twitter and YouTube also have established and manage a program of knowledge-sharing, technical collaboration, and shared research in connection with terrorist content. This Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism (GIFCT) issues a regular transparency report on its work against terrorism.

iii. Proposals for reform of disclosures to the public

A report to the French government suggested a tiered approach to disclosures, with substantial information available to users to help them understand more fully the operation of the systems they use; greater transparency for experts working for government, who can be expected to understand the detailed terms of reference that platforms might release to describe the operation of their systems; and access to data for researchers to conduct studies. An important element of the French proposal is that access to a platform’s operational data should be compliant with the GDPR regulation. To the extent that such data includes protected personal information, it would be controlled and made available only to vetted researchers, not to the general public.

In connection with the disclosures under NetzDG, some have expressed concerns that the NetzDG reporting requirements do not mandate a particular format, making cross-platform comparisons of data difficult. Further, these critics say, because platforms are only required to produce aggregate data, the reports do not provide any information about the handling of individual cases, which creates challenges when trying to determine the adequacy or fairness of platform actions. These critics argue that requiring a standard format and additional information on accuracy in individual cases would increase the usefulness of these reports to the public and regulators. These changes may also require privileged access for vetted researchers because some of this content will, by definition, be illegal to publish under German Law.

In the United States, members of the Senate and House of Representatives have introduced legislation to require disclosure of information in connection with political advertising on digital social media platforms. This legislation, the Honest Ads Act, mirrors current laws that require disclosures concerning political ads that air on radio and television. It generally requires information on the sponsor of the ad and would require platforms to maintain public records of political ads.

In addition, Senator Dianne Feinstein has introduced legislation similar to the California law requiring identification of bots. It goes beyond the California law in banning the use of bots in connection with political campaigns and political advertising.

The Institute for Strategic Dialogue (ISD) has suggested several improvements in the area of disclosure of political ads, and in connection with the disclosure of complaints and redress. The UK White Paper on Online Harms suggests a number of transparency measures aimed at improving public understanding of the operation of content moderation systems, including empowering a regulator to require public annual transparency reports from platforms “outlining the prevalence of harmful content on their platforms and what counter measures they are taking to address these.” The UK also recommends that the regulator “have powers to require additional information, including about the impact of algorithms in selecting content for users and to ensure that companies proactively report on both emerging and known harms.”
In April 2019, Facebook’s Data Transparency Advisory Group (DTAG), a group of independent researchers, released a report assessing Facebook’s methods of measuring and reporting on its policies for enforcing its community standards.63 The report recommended a wide range of improvements in how Facebook should report its enforcement activity.

Though these Facebook transparency reports include quite a few quantitative metrics, they do not provide a qualitative report of enforcement actions by particular types of content or how decisions were made. Similarly, these reports provide raw appeals numbers (i.e., total actions appealed and total pieces of content restored), and requests for legal process, but do not discuss how the process works.64 The DTAG group notes that these metrics obscure some types of information that would be useful to further understanding and examining moderation practices:

Qualitative reporting: Transparency reports should include the types of information and examples of takedowns and other adverse actions. For instance, some additional detail about the types of content removed under the category of “removed pornography” would be helpful to enable further discussion about the criteria and removal processes.

Discussion of True and False Negatives: Current transparency reporting focuses on two types of action: removals and appeals. This gives a sense of (1) how much content was removed, and (2) how many removals were later reversed or upheld, that is, it gives true and false positives. To gain a full sense of moderation practices and error rates, reporting should also include how many pieces of information were initially flagged or suggested for removal that were then not removed, that is, true negatives, and attempt to determine how much content is slipping through the cracks and is never identified, that is, the false negatives, the unknown unknowns.

Many of these suggested reforms from these different organizations form the basis for recommendations for improvement in public reporting that are further examined in the next section.

Access to Information for Researchers

i. Current law on access to information

There is no current U.S. law that empowers researchers to access social media data or compels platforms to provide that data to third parties. On the contrary, U.S. criminal law has been used to deter researchers who attempt to obtain information from social media sites by “scraping” – automatically downloading – the sites for information.65 For instance, the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act has been interpreted to allow websites and platforms to bar outsiders, including researchers, from collecting information that is publicly available on their sites by stating that such scraping is prohibited under the terms and conditions for user access to the website.66 While a recent court decision has changed the legal landscape in the United States, potentially allowing researchers to scrape sites that do not use technical means to prevent access to publicly available data regardless of the terms of service,67 there has not been a concerted push to enact a law proactively granting researchers access to platform data. Even without legal powers to prohibit scraping, platforms may still have the technical ability to prevent scraping in practice.

ii. Current practice on access to information
The platform information currently available to the public can allow researchers to uncover important aspects of the operation of various algorithms. For instance, Upturn, a Washington, D.C.-based research organization, was able to examine the advertisement-targeting techniques used by Facebook in order to demonstrate that the platform might be violating U.S. law by creating discriminatory effects in housing advertising.68

Several platforms voluntarily provide information to academics for research purposes. In April 2018, Facebook announced Social Science One (SSO), a collaboration between Facebook and a group of independent researchers to use Facebook data to “address societal issues.”69 Facebook made several datasets available to researchers, including information on election advertisements and engagement data.70

Proposals to SSO are reviewed by an independent academic panel, which makes recommendations for funding. The first batch of program grants was awarded in April 2019.71 However, many of the researchers granted awards have not been given access to information (specifically, information on “URL shares,” a particular metric of engagement)72 they were promised, which has prompted foundation funders to contemplate withdrawing financial support from the program.73 Facebook has said that it cannot provide the information because of privacy issues;74 specifically, the project initially anonymized data using k-anonymity (a system that removes identifiers until each entry is identical to k other entries, where k is a measure of how hard it would be to reidentify a given user).75 Researchers and others urged Facebook to instead rely on differential privacy.76

In addition to Social Science One, Facebook invites select researchers to work alongside its employees on complex topics such as machine learning and privacy.77 However, these academics do not necessarily work on key aspects of platform governance, such as moderation or community standards development, and it is not clear that the researchers can publish raw data or provide insights not approved by Facebook as part of their work product.

Facebook has taken some steps to provide researchers with access not just to platform data but to decision-making processes and content decisions. For instance, it has allowed St. John’s University professor Kate Klonick to witness and write on the development of the Facebook Oversight Board.78

### iii. Proposals for additional access to information

The Knight Institute on the First Amendment at Columbia University suggested that Facebook should allow even more access to data for journalists and independent researchers than would be permitted under Social Science One.79 Mozilla has suggested substantial improvements in the structure of archives of political ads provided by platforms.80 The recent report to the French government suggested that researchers vetted by a government regulator should be given unfettered access to social media data to conduct accountability analyses.81 ISD has proposed additional access to information concerning certain platform algorithms to allow audits of the recommendation and prioritization functions.82 The New American Foundation has called for greater transparency in connection with algorithmic structuring of social media content.83
Recommendations

The previous sections have surveyed the landscape with respect to current platform transparency practices, the current legal framework for governing these practices in Europe and the United States, and leading proposals for reform. They investigated transparency along several dimensions:

- the operation of platform content moderation programs
- platform prioritization and recommendation algorithms
- information related to political and issue-oriented advertising
- access to platform information for independent researchers and researchers with government agencies seeking to audit the operation of these programs.

The previous section found that while current platform practices provide real transparency in some regards, the overall levels of insight into platform operations and decision making is limited. Moreover, current platform practices and legal requirements seem unlikely to move the platforms closer to socially desirable levels of disclosure, at least in the near term.

A key problem is a persistent trust gap with policy makers, which undermines the credibility of otherwise positive industry initiatives, such as public transparency reports and the public availability of advertisement libraries for researchers. This leads policy makers to enact or propose strong content-based interventionist measures, such as NetzDG, which could begin to undermine the promise of social media companies as platforms for robust and open discussion of public issues.

Strong transparency practices and requirements can provide the public and policy makers with assurances that platforms have in place policies and procedures reasonably designed to address the challenges of hate speech, disinformation campaigns, and terrorist material. They can also focus public discussion on improvements that policy makers can develop cooperatively with platforms to stay ahead of the evolving threats in this area while continuing to respect the vital platform role as exemplars of open discussion.

This section summarizes the paper’s transparency recommendations for policy makers and industry. These focus on:

1. Continued and improved public disclosure of the operation of platform content moderation programs, including:
   a. Content rules in terms of service or community standards;
   b. Enforcement techniques such as deleting, demoting, or delaying content;
   c. Procedures for the public to complain about possible rules violations;
   d. How platforms explain their decisions to affected parties; and
   e. Procedures for individual appeals in connection with enforcement actions.
2. Continued and enhanced reports to government agencies and to the public with aggregate statistics accurately reflecting the operation of the content moderation programs.
3. Technical terms of reference for algorithms used in content moderation, prioritization, and recommendation.
4. Greatly improved access to platform data for qualified independent researchers and regulators. Access to information must be in a form and quantity to permit regular and ongoing audits of these platform operations to verify that they are operating as described and intended and should include data relevant to:

a. the operation of content moderation programs;

b. sponsorship of political advertisement; and

c. content-ordering techniques, including recommendation and prioritization algorithms.

The following sections explore these recommendations in more detail.

A fundamental assumption is that disclosures will be more effective as a governance mechanism if supervised by a government agency with comprehensive regulatory oversight of digital platforms. Several commentators have suggested the establishment of such a government agency with responsibilities to promote competition, protect consumers, enforce privacy rules, and oversee content moderation programs. Disclosure requirements fit naturally within this regulatory scheme.

There are strong arguments that platforms should disclose key elements of the operation of their content moderation programs. In particular, requirements for platforms to say what they do and then do what they say in connection with these programs are needed to allow consumers to make informed choices about using digital platform services. The recommended disclosures in this section will be most effective if they are part of a more comprehensive regulatory framework.

The specific recommendations below are not the final word on transparency measures. They are derived from the recommendations from groups that have reviewed current platform disclosure practices, including the European Commission, the Institute for Strategic Dialogue, and Data Transparency Advisory Group. They also benefit from the due process measures espoused in the Santa Clara Principles. A key benefit of ongoing supervisory efforts by regulators is that they allow the evolution of disclosures to fit the changes in platform technology, threats, and standards that will undoubtedly occur over time. Maintaining regulatory flexibility will allow continued development of technical and platform tools and further essential innovation. Regulators should work with platforms to modify the initial required disclosures to respond to changes in platform policy and infrastructure.

A key element of the recommendations is tiered access, which is needed to accommodate the privacy of platform users and the interests of platform companies in preserving the confidentiality of commercially sensitive information that should not be released generally to the public, but which might be crucial for regulators to perform their enforcement functions. This tiering would also allow the regulatory agency to vet independent researchers for access to platform data that will allow independent audits using information not available to the general public.

A cross-cutting recommendation concerns the need for standards in the reporting of information to the public and in releasing data for the research community. Researchers have been frustrated by the differences in the reporting practices of the different digital platforms, which impede making cross-platform comparisons based on published aggregate data. In the same way, independent research comparing platforms is more informative when the underlying data is released in a standardized, machine-readable format that facilitates comparison. Because the platforms differ in the way they collect, structure and present information to their users, this need for cross-cutting standardization faces enormous practical challenges. A regulatory agency supervising the digital social media platforms could help to coordinate the needed standards-development project. In the absence of a regulatory
program, voluntary efforts among researchers can begin and facilitate the coordination process. Efforts must be made to ensure that the standards facilitate genuine and informative comparisons that take into account the different platform rules and policies.

Scope of Transparency Requirements

To whom do the new transparency requirements apply? To technology companies? Platforms? Social media companies? And within this group, do the requirements apply to all companies, or just to the largest ones? Are the transparency requirements tiered, that is, do they provide for strong measures that apply to large companies and less onerous ones that apply to small- and medium-sized companies?

While these are complex and controversial questions, reasonable decisions are possible in connection with each of them. This paper adopts the position that the transparency requirements apply to social media companies. The paradigm cases of these companies are Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, Reddit, 8chan, and so on. The transparency requirements should also apply to search engines because they have their own moderation practices. Any legislative definition needs to capture these cases. A tentative definition of this group of companies might be drawn from existing or proposed laws. For instance, the transparency requirements could apply to “companies that allow users to share or discover user-generated content or interact with each other online,” which is the definition used in the UK online harms paper. This definition would include “social media platforms, file hosting sites, public discussion forums, messaging services and search engines.” An alternative, based on Senator Mark Warner’s (D-VA) proposed pro-competition legislation, might define the scope of transparency requirements to include “consumer-facing communications and information service providers” and include “online messaging, multimedia sharing and social networking.” A third alternative, drawn from the German NetzDG law, might be to apply transparency requirements to companies that “operate internet platforms which are designed to enable users to share any content with other users or to make such content available to the public (social networks).” The precise terms of the definition would need to be further developed in the course of developing and processing specific legislative proposals.

Private social media services such as a company’s chat function or shared workspace should not be included in the legislative definition. Inevitably, there will be borderline cases, and legislation should provide the regulatory agency with sufficient, but constrained, discretion to adjudicate them.

The paper also adopts the view that the transparency requirements should apply only to the largest social media companies. These companies are the ones that are subject to widespread and increasing public concern in connection with their content moderation practices. They are where the largest audiences are to be found and where the failure to provide good content moderation and the correlative failure to adequately protect freedom of expression will create the greatest harm. A reasonable cut-off will have to be based on the number of users within a jurisdiction and will need to be relative to the size and scale of the market in that jurisdiction. For instance, the requirements of NetzDG do not apply to a social network that “has fewer than two million registered users in the Federal Republic of Germany.” Senator Warner’s proposed law applies its strongest requirements to large communications providers that have “more than 100,000,000 monthly active users in the United States.” Each jurisdiction will have to make that determination for itself.

Still, the spread of harmful material and the harms caused by secret moderation techniques already take place on smaller platforms and are likely to increase as the largest platforms improve their
disclosure practices under the pressure of regulatory supervision. These displacement effects of large company regulation are real, as problematic users move from large platforms to smaller ones to avoid platform disclosure rules. The paper proposes to deal with this likely development through the recommendation that the regulatory agency created to implement and supervise transparency rules also have the residual authority to extend these requirements to smaller and medium-size companies as needed to achieve the objectives set out in the transparency law. The agency would also have the authority to impose various tiered obligations on companies of different sizes. Rather than permanently limiting the agency to implementing a uniform set of transparency rules just for large companies, the enabling legislation should provide substantial residual authority to expand and tier regulations as the marketplace evolves.

Disclosures to Users Concerning the Operation of Content Moderation Programs

i. Platform rules

All major platforms already provide public disclosures of their content rules and in some cases the enforcement guidance interpreting the standards. Platforms should go further and release their enforcement guidelines along with the policies. This would provide needed insight into the reasons rules are made and enforced, similar to legislative history for new laws or written opinions by courts. Rules and policies must be supported by transparency to be legitimate in the eyes of broader society. Similarly, changes to platform content rules and enforcement guidelines should be communicated to users in a clear, conspicuous, and timely fashion.

Some platforms such as Reddit provide a history of changes in their privacy rules through a system of dropdown tabs that identifies their evolution over time.96 Wikipedia, though not a social media platform as the term is used in this paper, provides a history of the evolution of its terms of service.97 While this paper does not recommend this system as a requirement for all platforms, platforms might consider adopting such historical disclosures voluntarily. It is the kind of requirement that might prove to be valuable over time and should be on the list of policy tools available to the supervising regulator.

ii. Range of Enforcement Techniques

Platforms have a range of enforcement techniques to deal with violations of their content rules. Content can be delayed, demoted, or deleted depending on the nature, severity, or frequency of the offense. Accounts can be suspended temporarily or permanently.

Platforms have internal standards for making the judgment about which enforcement action is needed in particular cases. They should provide users and the public with appropriate access to these internal standards. This would prevent arbitrary and capricious treatment of certain users and help to expose different standards of enforcement that might be imposed on different groups of users.

iii. Complaint Procedures

On all the major digital platforms, users can flag a post through relatively easy-to-use options that appear alongside the post itself. By selecting one of these options, a user can report the post as a
vi. How platforms explain their decisions

Platforms currently send users whose content has been deleted, delayed, or demoted a message saying that the content violates a community rule. To improve transparency, platforms should cite the specific provision of their rules that the post violated, and why the content was thought to violate that provision. They should provide a link to that provision and to the enforcement guidelines related to that specific provision.

Platforms sometimes respond to users who complain that a post violates a community standard. Platforms should respond to all complaints, letting complainants know what has been done in connection with the complaint. If the post is left up because the platform has judged that it does not violate community standards, the platform should provide the complaining user with an explanation of why it was found permissible.

If the post has been demoted or its distribution delayed or restricted, the platforms should explain both to the complaining party and to the user whose content was affected why that enforcement action was selected rather than any other. Platforms should take necessary steps to protect the complaining party from retaliation or other abuse resulting from the complaint. If there are opportunities to ask for further review of the material, these opportunities should be clearly explained at the time the platform responds to the user’s complaint.

v. Appeals process

Platforms currently notify users when their content is no longer available to other viewers and offer users an opportunity to request a review. Platforms should provide users who request a review the opportunity to explain why their content did not violate the community standard cited. In its response to the user, the platform should acknowledge these points and reply appropriately.

Most platforms do not provide complaining users with the opportunity to seek further review in cases where the initial complaint is denied, or the enforcement action is thought to be inadequate. Platforms should provide this additional opportunity for review and inform users of these opportunities at the time they respond to the initial complaint.

Enhanced Public Reporting
Platforms release regular transparency reports in part to respond to legal requirements, such as the reporting obligation in NetzDG, and in part to respond to public concern about the extent, rationale, and effectiveness of their content moderation programs. Platforms should maintain these disclosure programs and improve them along the following lines.

i. **Accuracy of content moderation enforcement efforts**

Platforms typically screen all content via matching algorithms to reidentify content which has already been identified as inappropriate and fingerprinted in a database for that purpose. For instance, platforms consult their own fingerprinted databases of content that previously was found to be terrorist material or child exploitation, and check hashtag databases maintained by external organizations such as GIFCT for terrorist material and the Internet Watch Foundation for child exploitation images. After this initial screening, the material is posted and subsequently subjected to further automated screening using systems deemed sufficiently reliable to determine likely violation of standards. If the automated system shows a clear violation, such as material that is highly likely to be nudity or a new child exploitation image or fresh terrorist content, the material is removed without further human review. If the judgment is uncertain, or if the material has been flagged by a user as a potential violation, then it is routed to a human reviewer. Platforms sometimes sample reviewer decisions and subject them to further review to determine the “correct” decision.

Some platforms allow users to ask for a second review of material that has been removed, which can result in restoring the material to the site. Platforms generally do not offer a second review when a user flags a post as violating, but the platform decides to leave the post up.

Some platforms publish standard measures of accuracy of their automated detection and removal systems. For instance, they publish “recall,” the percentage of posts that were correctly labeled by automated systems as violations out of all the posts that are actually violations. But these accuracy measures are not broken down by type of violation. Because of this, readers have no way of knowing the accuracy rates of automated systems for different types of content (whether the systems are very good at detecting pornography, for example, but struggle with hate speech). Further, the platforms do not publish measures of the accuracy of their human reviewers, which they could do through a reassessment of a sample of human reviews. They typically do not publish reversal rates, although Facebook did do so for the first time in its 2019 report on enforcing its community standards.

Platforms should publish accuracy rates for human reviews, break down the standard accuracy measures to reveal the true and false positives measures on which they are based, and disclose the reversal rates based on a second human review. In addition, these measurements should be available by type of violation, keyed to infringement of specific platform content rules. For human-based content moderation, this level of disclosure will mean that the platforms will have to develop and formalize internal processes and policies to meet a standard of auditability by an external independent auditor. These improvements will give the public a clearer picture of the effectiveness of the enforcement programs.

ii. **Reporting the extent of content violations on platforms**
Major platforms already publish statistics on the content that violates their community standards or local law. These statistics are made public through voluntary reports, reports issued in conjunction with industry-government collaborations on codes of practice, and mandated transparency reports.

Some platforms report the prevalence of content violating community standards or local law as a percentage of all content viewed. They should consider an additional prevalence metric: the number of “bad” posts in comparison to the number of total posts. It is important to include both as a percentage of viewed posts and as a percentage of all posts. The number of bad posts viewed is affected by recommendation and prioritization algorithms. It is also affected by the effectiveness of automated removal systems that proactively detect violating content and block it before it is posted.

It would help the public to understand the extent to which the input into the platform is problematic rather than just measure the output to the viewers. This would provide an assessment, at a point in time and over time, of the propensity of platform users to violate specific content rules and allow correlations to outside “triggering events” in the real world such as a terrorist incident. It would also provide a way to assess the role of content ordering and moderation systems in blocking or disseminating violating content within the platform.

iii. Reporting on actions taken in response to complaints

Digital platforms often report the actions they have taken as the number of posts or accounts for which they have taken any content moderation step at all, such as blocking a photo or downgrading the material in recommendation engines or removing an account.

Platforms should report the content moderation actions they take broken down by the type of action taken. This would provide an understanding of their propensity to use a severe enforcement action such as account deletion in contrast to a milder action such as downgrading the content. This would be especially valuable if provided by type of violation such as hate speech versus terrorist material. In addition, the number of actions should be reported as a percentage of all posts or accounts involving violating content. This provides a picture of the effectiveness of the enforcement effort and the relative importance of different enforcement techniques. In addition, platforms should report the actions taken by the number of users or accounts involved, discounting the fake accounts. This would provide a sense of whether the source of the violating content is a large percentage of users or accounts or whether a small fraction of users or accounts create the bulk of the content moderation issue.

iv. Measures of effectiveness of content moderation programs

Platforms often report how much violating content is detected and what action is taken before users report it. Facebook calls this reporting an assessment of its proactivity, and it is measured as the platform-detected violating content as a percentage of all content the platform ultimately determines has violated a standard, which includes both the automatically detected content and the content reported by users. So, for instance, of the nudity that was ultimately removed, the platform might have detected and removed 95% before users saw it, leaving only 5% that was reported by users and removed by the platform.

But this metric is potentially misleading. A high percentage in this proactivity measure might lead readers to conclude that the automated systems are very effective. But the metric does not record the
content missed by both the automated system and the users. To get a better estimate of effectiveness, a platform should first estimate the total amount of content that violate its rules, which it can do through a sampling and review procedure independent of its enforcement process. The amount of content that the platform detects before users do can be presented as a percentage of this estimate of all content violating standards.

v. Additional information to achieve outward transparency

In addition to the measures listed above, the mandate for issuing public reports should focus on outward transparency by requiring social networks to disclose essential information on how they operate their core functions. This should include (i) how they rank, organize and present user-generated content; (ii) how they target users with unsolicited content, at their own initiative or on behalf of third parties, usually as a paid service; and (iii) how they moderate the content being published on their platform. The regulator will prescribe the details of what level and structure of information is required to ensure that the relevant information needed for outside audits is presented to the public.

Outward transparency should rely on the obligation to release and maintain up-to-date reference documents on each core function including ranking, targeting, and moderation. These documents should be released in a timely manner, without undue delay, so that researchers and regulators can make use of them while they are still relevant. Platforms should disclose the core structure of the algorithms and how they were developed or trained for machine learning algorithms. The information disclosed should be sufficient to allow an expert to advise policy makers and civil society representatives who engage in the open policy dialogue on substantive issues.

In some instances, disclosing some feature of the platform algorithms could create opportunities for malicious third parties to circumvent or abuse platform security and potentially harm or mislead its users. In those circumstances, regulators should work with platforms to ensure that whatever data is released is both sufficiently transparent and adequately protects the security of the platform. A robust and transparent waiver program would enable such a dialogue to take place.

The regulator should have the authority to prescribe and adjust over time the depth and scope of the disclosure requirements, based on the needs arising from the open policy dialogue and following public consultation of all interested parties. In addition, the regulator should have investigative powers to cross-check the accuracy of the information released to assure the public that the information accurately reflects the underlying processes.

Access to Data for Researchers and Regulators

Disclosures to users and public reports can provide essential elements of transparency, which provides value in its own right as an accountability measure and a means to enable additional accountability measures. But the value of disclosures relies on a level of trust in the platforms themselves that is lacking in the current climate of opinion, even when regulators or researchers have tools to check the validity of information released. Good governance, moreover, should rely as little as possible on trust. Public companies, for example, rely on external auditors who have access to their books and records to reassure investors concerning their financial health. In a similar way, digital platforms must open
their operations to an appropriate degree in order to assure the public that their systems are functioning properly.

In addition, algorithms, especially machine learning algorithms, may exacerbate unintended biases that are not known by the company itself and thus are not captured and disclosed under an outward transparency scheme. These biases can often only be revealed by an active scrutiny review.

For these reasons, as an additional transparency measure, researchers and regulators should have access to platform data to audit the systems involved and assure the public that they are operating as intended and without unintended bias. These disclosed assessments would enable a public judgment concerning whether the companies are operating in the public interest in connection with their content moderation activities. This section describes this paper’s recommendations for access to data.

This type of inward transparency should rely on the obligation of the major social networks to develop, at their own cost, a secured platform for accredited outside researchers to access the needed data to implement research of general interest, implement the needed data processing, and extract the results without compromising the private data of users and the value of the aggregate data of the social network.

The process should be supervised by an independent regulator in charge of:

- Defining priorities for research of general interest, following a public consultation and based on the policy dialogue of substantive issues arising from social network operations.

- Organizing the process through which academics can apply for access to the platform. The platform itself should not decide on the merits of the research considered but rely on peer review committees following academic standards and set up under the supervision of the regulator. The social networks should have the opportunity to comment on the proposed research project.

- Settling disputes between social network and academics that arise from the implementation of this controlled access.

A basic presumption of these recommendations is that a system of tiered access is essential. Some data needs to be widely available to the general public and freely available to researchers to conduct whatever research they deem important and worthwhile. Other data might be sensitive, for content, privacy or commercial reasons, and this material should be restricted to researchers vetted by or working with the supervising regulator.

Businesses spend resources to collect and organize data concerning their own systems for their own business purposes. The requirement for transparency in connection with these systems of business records should not, in general, impose an obligation on the platforms to develop or collect new data. The data they need should already be available within their management systems. The needs of transparency might require that the data be organized or sorted or presented to the outside world in ways that go beyond business needs. To some degree platforms are doing this already when they construct their transparency reports. The recommendations in this section are designed to provide a reasonable level of transparency for outside researchers and regulators without an undue burden on the platforms themselves.

- Access to data on the operation of content moderation programs
In addition to the metrics that platforms themselves publish, platforms need to improve the amount, nature, and format of information on the operation of their content moderation programs they provide to outside researchers and regulators so as to allow comprehensive audits.

A key element of the successful operation of content moderation programs is an effective and efficient complaint process. This paper recommends that platforms commit to archiving complaints, allowing third-party oversight of issues that have triggered user complaints and the record of the platforms in responding to these complaints. This disclosure information should include the complaint itself, the content that was the subject of the complaint, the action that was taken or not taken in response to the complaint, the alleged rule violation, the time it took to respond to the complaint, whether a second review was requested, and the outcome of any second review. The material would need to be in machine-readable format to facilitate computational analysis. It should be searchable by anonymized ID, date, nature of content and content rule (allegedly) violated. To protect the privacy of users, all complaint data should be anonymized using reasonable techniques such as k-anonymity or differential privacy. All users of the archive should be under a contractual obligation to avoid all attempts to reidentify the individuals involved and should be subject to suspension of their access to the complaint archive for violation of the prohibition on reidentification.

In addition, researchers need the underlying data upon which published estimates of errors are based. This applies to the algorithms that are used for initial screening, as well as the algorithms that are used to identify content that is likely to violate platform rules. It also applies to initial human reviews, further reviews as requested by complaining users or users whose content has been deleted or downgraded, and the reviews of samples of moderated content that are used to establish an internal baseline of accuracy.

The platforms should develop a mechanism to make disaggregated data on the prevalence of violating content available to third-party researchers. In this way, outside researchers will be able to duplicate the published platform aggregate data, thereby increasing trust in the reported results. Platforms should preserve consumer privacy in releasing this information using protective statistical techniques such as k-anonymity or differential privacy. In meeting this challenge of balancing transparency and individual privacy, platforms can be guided by the experience of statistical agencies such as the U.S. Census Bureau.

In some cases, such as those involving terrorist material or child exploitation images, public disclosure of the content taken down would be counterproductive. In these and in other cases where auditing is important but public disclosure problematic, platforms should retain copies of the relevant information for review by a supervising government agency, with access provided only to researchers approved by the agency. In cases where privacy interests or commercial secrets are of the utmost concern, reasonable privacy safeguards backed by contractual obligations might not be sufficient to protect these interests. In these cases as well, information can be supplied to the agency and made available only to approved researchers.

**ii. Political advertising**

Political advertising can be a major vector for disinformation campaigns, which have the potential to disrupt and challenge the integrity of democratic processes. In response to this challenge, platforms have committed to creating archives of political ads for researchers to access in real time. The hope is
to detect advertising campaigns that aim to disrupt elections in a timely fashion and to conduct long-term research to reveal the methods used so as to guard against them more effectively in the future.

Despite much progress in this area and good intentions on the part of the platforms, researchers and other commentators have found significant flaws in these archives of political ads.\(^{102}\) They recommend significant changes to improve the flow of information and to encourage, not limit, research.

In connection with voluntary efforts to provide access to platform data about political ads, this paper generally endorses the recommendations of the Mozilla Foundation.\(^{103}\) The types of ads covered should include electioneering content, ads concerning candidates or holders of political office, matters of legislation or decisions of a court, and functions of government. The information disclosed should cover the content of the ad, the targeting criteria, the number of impressions, user engagement beyond viewing the ad, and the price paid to place the ad. The method of disclosure should provide unique identifiers for the ads and advertiser, machine-readable access, the ability to quickly download large amounts of data in a timely fashion, including historical data, and search capability by ad content, author and date. Platforms should make political ads available within 24 hours of publication, maintain access going back 10 years, and create programming interfaces to allow long-term studies.

As with all efforts to improve disclosures, the details of these voluntary efforts need to be worked out cooperatively with the platforms and the research community. A priority should be the establishment of an institutional outreach structure that allows modification of access functionality as the nature of political ads changes and research needs evolve.

Nevertheless, the nature of these disclosures should not be limited to what the platforms can work out with researchers. Policy makers should establish a floor for adequate disclosure to ensure that a minimum of needed information is available to conduct adequate audits of the use of platforms for political advertising purposes.

This paper recommends that legislatures require public disclosures in connection with political ads on platforms. In particular, it is generally supportive of the requirements of the Honest Ads Act, believing that the disclosures required by that legislation would be a meaningful start to better platform transparency.\(^{104}\)

Platforms must disclose information about advertisements urging the election or defeat of candidates for public office and paid political issue-oriented ads in a publicly accessible database in a machine-readable format.

The ads to be included in this database are reasonably defined in the Honest Ads Act, focusing on any advertisement made by a candidate or that communicates a message relating to “any political matter of national importance” which includes “a candidate,” “any election to Federal office,” or “a national legislative issue of public importance.” The file should be maintained for a period of years sufficient to allow retrospective research. Many of the details of the terms of access and search capabilities are complex technical issues that would need to be sorted out in a public rulemaking by an expert agency, but should provide at a minimum that researchers be able to search the database by candidate name, issue, purchaser and date.

This paper recommends covering issue ads when the sponsor pays the platform for enhanced distribution or targeting. They influence the political conversation and can directly or indirectly affect the outcome of elections. But advocacy activity on issues of public importance that do not involve payment to the platforms would not be covered by requirements for disclosure of political ads. If
advocacy activity not involving payment to social media platforms needs to be regulated to ensure authenticity, this must be done separately from requirements for disclosure of political advertising.

The information needed in the file would include: a copy of the advertisement, a description of the audience targeted, the number of views generated from the advertisement, and the date and time that the advertisement is first displayed and last displayed; the average rate charged for the advertisement; the name of the candidate, the office sought or the national legislative issue involved; and information about the purchaser of the ad. A crucial element is that both targeting information and audience information needs to be disclosed.

Finally, the agency involved in supervising the mandated disclosure requirements should have ongoing regulatory responsibility for the conduct of platforms in connection with political ads in much the same way that the Federal Communications Commission in the United States maintained its supervisory role over the required broadcasting and cable disclosures concerning political ads. In conjunction with this supervisory role, the agency should have broad powers to access information for enforcement purposes that might not be made available to the general public or to scholarly researchers.

This agency collection and use of platform information for enforcement purposes should be carefully crafted to prevent agency coercion of platforms or political actors for the political ends of the agency itself or the political party that happens to be in charge of the government. The agency should be prohibited from reaching into the activities of the platforms to direct or dictate a political outcome or to gather intelligence to be used to favor some political actors over others. The agency would need to conduct public rulemakings with court review to ensure consistency with the authorizing statute and to prevent arbitrary and capricious action. The rulemakings should also determine the types of information to be collected for disclosure enforcement purposes, the measures to ensure that platform information warranting confidentiality is not revealed to the public, and the oversight mechanisms to protect against political abuse of the agency’s enforcement powers. Some possible agency uses of platform information for enforcement activities are listed below.

Regulators might seek to conduct their own research through in-house experts or specialist contractors to verify the real identities of political advertisers who do not fully disclose who they are when they buy ads, and to put into place identity verification requirements to mitigate the risks of misidentification. Such minimum verification requirements could build on the systems some platforms already have in place and would have the advantage of uniformity and the legitimacy of action based on a democratic mandate from a legislative or regulatory body.\textsuperscript{105}

The agency would also need regulatory and research powers to investigate the extent to which native advertising techniques can be used to escape political ad disclosure. When a political advertiser pays a sponsorship fee to a platform for distributing editorial content, this might not be included in the list of political ads disclosed in an ad archive. Platforms and the regulatory agency would need to work together to find a way to identify and include these paid efforts to influence the political landscape in political ad disclosures.

Targeting criteria used by platforms need to be disclosed to the public, but the level of granularity involved can jeopardize user privacy, since advertisers sometimes target their campaigns based on personal information such as email address or telephone number. The trade-off between transparency and user privacy cannot always be specified in advance and might need ongoing supervision by the regulatory agency involved, and consultation with data protection authorities.
iii. Content-ordering techniques

Algorithms determine the priority of content delivered to platform users and construct recommendations for users to explore further content. The basis for these content-ordering techniques is unclear, but they seem designed to maximize attention or user engagement with the platform, without regard to substantive content. As a result, critics have alleged that these algorithmic ordering techniques can lead users into further exploration of terrorist material, disinformation campaigns and material promoted by hate groups.

In principle, these same techniques could also be designed to pursue a political objective. Platforms have the capacity to use content-ordering techniques to promote certain ideas. One can imagine that a platform might one day decide to increase the visibility of certain content, increasing, for instance, the awareness of climate change or promoting their preferred course of action in connection with a public policy issue. As part of the principle of freedom of expression, they should be permitted to do so, subject to any applicable regulations.

Information about these algorithms is needed to audit their role in disseminating and amplifying problematic content, or simply in influencing the public debate and the formation of public opinion. In the latter case, such disclosure is a direct counterpart of the freedom they enjoy and the corresponding accountability principle. Internal reviews are key, but it is important that independent researchers and regulators have sufficient access to these algorithmic techniques to evaluate their role in increasing the distribution and salience of problematic content or platform-preferred political content, and to recommend or establish measures to reduce the prevalence of this material or otherwise to regulate it.

Revelation of the source code or formula of the relevant algorithm is widely viewed as irrelevant. The key auditing measures are disclosure of the aim being pursued in designing the algorithm, input-output analysis to assess unintended effect, and an understanding of the key factors at work in recommendation and personalization algorithms. For this reason, enough information has to be available to outside researchers to enable them to conduct these audits.

Audits based on information available to the public might necessarily be more limited than audits based on all the information available to the platform itself. Platforms have access to the formula used in content moderation and content-ordering algorithms and can use that information to troubleshoot. But an input-output study is still possible as demonstrated by the Upturn study cited earlier. Similar, external testing might be able to detect recommendation and personalization outputs that privilege hate speech, disinformation campaigns or terrorist material, or actively promote a legitimate opinion.

When a platform seeks to adjust an algorithm, it should publish enough information about the change to allow outside researchers to assess the implications of the change. For instance, when YouTube recently adjusted its engagement algorithm it released an assessment of the changes, but not enough information for researchers to understand whether the changes would make the algorithm better at recommending more addictive content or better at controlling rabbit holes of hate speech and terrorist material.

In addition, the public and the regulator need an understanding of the major factors at work in the operation of these algorithms. This need not be the formula or source code, but rather a description of the key factors driving the operation of the classifiers that govern the content-ordering functions.
In the credit-granting context, the provision of explanations is standard procedure and has been for generations. Credit-granting institutions and the service providers that furnish risk assessment tools have built into their systems and business models the capacity to respond to the regulatory requirements for notices in connection with adverse actions that list the major factors involved in denying a loan or providing it with more stringent terms and conditions.\(^{108}\)

For this reason, this paper recommends that the regulator have the power to request explanations about the way algorithms operate, and to require platforms to provide these explanations in appropriate form to platform users.

Transparency also requires clarity about the purposes or objectives of algorithm optimization. In other contexts, it is clear what is being predicted – for credit decisions, for instance, the lender wants to know the probability of default. But the objective of content-ordering algorithms is not clear to the user, to the regulator or to the outside auditing researcher.

The input data is a crucial element needed for successful audits. As ISD has recommended, “The regulator should be able to identify and assess what data was used to train the algorithm, how it was collected, and whether it is enriched with other data sources, and whether that data changed over time.”\(^{109}\)

**Conclusion**

The recommendations in this paper are designed to further the public’s interest in the transparent operation of digital social media platforms. This transparency aims to ensure that these platforms provide both effective content moderation and a robust environment for free expression on crucial matters of public importance. Some of the recommendations are detailed and focused on technical measures for assessing and presenting clearly how content moderation systems work. But the general thrust is more important than any of the detailed recommendations.

The transparency measures described in this report find their natural and most effective home in a supervising regulatory agency with authority to enforce, implement and upgrade this regulatory structure, including its transparency requirements.

Still, better should not be the enemy of good. Much can be done without legislation and the oversight of a dedicated supervisory agency. This paper’s call for further legislation should not be interpreted as a recommendation to end or curtail the valuable voluntary efforts that the major platforms are pursuing. On the contrary, many of its specific recommendations can be incorporated into these ongoing efforts.

The key area for disclosure is the content moderation system itself, especially concerning how users can take advantage of a platform’s complaint process. This will be of vital concern to many users who want to preserve a digital social media platform free of harmful material, but one that allows them full freedom to express views on controversial issues. A second level of disclosure consists of public reports describing for both users and subject matter experts how the relevant internal systems are performing. These reports need to contain enough detail for experts to understand the systems and make recommendations to governments on improvements. Finally, there need to be data disclosures to researchers and regulators to enable audits. This last level needs tiering to protect other interests,
including privacy and commercial secrets, so that access is provided only to vetted researchers when needed.

The recommendations for transparency are intended to set out a gradual, pragmatic and proportionate approach for governance of digital social media platforms. They will allow the regulator to build and adjust the enhanced transparency standard over time with constant feedback loops. This allows the regulator to adapt the scope and the depth of the disclosure to the evolution of substantive issues, based on open policy dialogue. The approach requires the regulator to provide guidance and eventually to decide upon the needed limits to such transparency requirement and the trade-off between the general interest for such disclosure, the privacy interests of platform users, and the private interest of the social networks, including, inter alia, the adversarial impact of some disclosure, which could jeopardize the integrity of social networks.

The transparency system outlined here is not the only regulatory measure that might need to be taken. But it is a crucial first step that will provide needed information for open and informed policy discussions. Moreover, it has a key advantage over more intrusive content-based measures. It limits the dangers to democratic self-governance that arise when government agencies are able to control the flow of information citizens rely upon for making democratic decisions.
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